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Xiamen is one of the main Taiwan-funded enterprises gather regions in the 
mainland of China. Since the eighties of the last century, with the rapid growth of the 
mainland economy, Xiamen Taiwan-funded enterprises went forward and had access 
to development and growth. The bulk of them had stable income after twenty-years’ 
development. And they have become the important pillar of Xiamen economic 
construction for almost twenty years. Chinese economy is confront with the transition 
of economic grow mode and the adjustment of industrial structure in the new century. 
Specially with the happen of financial crisis and the appearance of a series of changes 
in economic operating environment, Xiamen Taiwan-funded manufacturing 
enterprises of labor-intensive and export-trade industry encounter the bottleneck of 
development, and need to seek the new developments. Transformation and upgrading 
become their only way to create the next new achievements. 
First, from the historical perspective, this article analyzed the development track 
of Xiamen Taiwan-funded enterprises in the four stages of Taiwan investment in 
mainland. And we combed the historical reasons for facing transformation and 
upgrading of Xiamen Taiwan-funded enterprises. Then, by introducing the overall 
scale and the industrial-structure situation of Xiamen Taiwan-funded enterprises, we 
analyzed the reason why Xiamen Taiwan-funded manufacturing enterprises need 
transformation and upgrading as viewed from the exterior environment factors and the 
internal development factors. We also expounded the advantage for Xiamen 
Taiwan-funded enterprises to transforming and upgrading. On this basis, this article 
put forward the countermeasures and the business strategies to Xiamen 
Taiwan-funded manufacturing enterprises. We discussed their business-strategies 
choices in the product-upgrading by R&D, the domestic-market popularizing and the 
investment to other industies. We indicated that they must pay attention to the 














and bring their own advantages into full play to reconstruct and integrate their 
business such as R&D and marketing. Furthermore, this article analyzed the practice 
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第二章  理论综述 








































































































































图 2 企业成长阶段模型 
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